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Abstract
Exposure to elevated particulate matter (PM) pollution is of great concern to both
the general public and air quality management agencies. At urban traffic intersections,
for example, pedestrians are often at a higher risk of exposure to near-source PM
pollution from traffic while waiting on the roadside or while walking in the crosswalk.
This study offers an in-depth investigation of pedestrian exposure to PM pollution at an
urban traffic intersection. Fixed-site measurements near an urban intersection were
conducted to examine the variations in particles of various sizes through traffic signal
cycles. This process aids in the identification of major PM dispersion patterns on the
roadside. In addition, mobile measurements of pedestrian exposure to PM were
conducted across six time intervals that correspond to different segments of a
pedestrian’s journey when passing through the intersection. Measurement results are
used to estimate and compare the cumulative deposited doses of PM by size categories
and journey segments for pedestrians at an intersection. Furthermore, comparisons of
pedestrian exposure to PM on a sunny day and a cloudy day were analyzed. The results
indicate the importance of reducing PM pollution at intersections and provide
policymakers with a foundation for possible measures to reduce pedestrian PM
exposure at urban traffic intersections.
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1 Introduction
Air pollution is a worldwide problem affecting both the environment and human
health (Fann et al., 2012; Matus et al., 2012; Huang et al., 2014; Landrigan et al., 2019;
Pan et al., 2019; Sadeghi et al., 2020). As one of the most common air pollutants,
particulate matter (PM) can be deposited in the thoracic area of the respiratory system,
causing serious health problems such as birth and developmental defects, premature
mortality, cardiovascular problems, and cancer (Brook et al., 2010; Heo et al., 2017;
Scungio et al., 2018; Khan et al., 2019). Traffic-related particles, especially in densely
populated urban areas, have been identified as one of the major sources of PM pollution,
posing a significant threat to people in and near the traffic (Wang and Gao, 2011; Quiros
et al., 2013; Adeniran et al., 2017). Consequently, pedestrian exposure to PM pollution
in various traffic microenvironments has become an important area of study for
researchers and regulators alike (Goel and Kumar, 2016; Wang et al., 2018).
It is not difficult to recognize that traffic intersections constitute hotspots for air
pollution with elevated airborne particles. At an urban traffic intersection, vehicles
frequently stop with their engines idling during the red-light period, before accelerating
(with intensified emissions) during the green-light period. Over the past few decades,
many scholars have studied relevant issues related to this topic. Gokhale and
Raokhande (2008) reported that changes in driving patterns (i.e., idle, acceleration,
deceleration, and cruising patterns) result in incomplete combustion within the engine,
leading to an increased release of PM from the tailpipe. Lu and He (2012) observed
periodic variations in PM pollution that correlate with traffic signal changes at urban
traffic intersections. Kumar and Goel (2016) examined pedestrian exposure to PM10,
PM2.5, and PM1 (particulate matter with aerodynamic diameters smaller than 10, 2.5
and 1 μm respectively) on a roadside by estimating the total respiratory deposition dose
(RDD) from data collection at traffic intersections. They found that at a 4-way traffic
intersection, pedestrian exposure to PM10 and PM2.5 under a congested-flow condition
was 7.3 and 1.2 times higher than that under a free-flow condition. This work advances
the understanding of roadside exposure to PM at intersections and assists in making an
informed choice to limit exposure at such pollution hotspots. Adeniran et al. (2017),
meanwhile, measured the total suspended particles (TSP), PM10, PM2.5, and PM1, at
intersections across multiple seasons, finding that pedestrian exposure on dry days is
more serious than that on wet days in Ilorin, Nigeria.
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Existing studies provide different perspectives for understanding the variations in
PM pollution at urban traffic intersections. However, the key issue of pedestrian
exposure to PM at intersections, especially in crosswalks, has seldom been the focus of
those studies. As rightly argued by some researchers, a pedestrian is inevitably exposed
to significantly higher PM concentrations while walking in a crosswalk during the green
traffic light period (De Nazelle et al., 2009; Ishaque et al., 2018). It is therefore valuable
to carry out an in-depth investigation of pedestrian exposure at intersections both on the
roadside and in the crosswalk. Such studies are particularly rare, and remain very much
needed for cities in China.
This study aims to addresses the following questions related to pedestrian
exposure to PM pollution at intersections: (i) How does the traffic signal cycle affect
the variation of particles of various sizes on roadsides at a typical 4-way traffic
intersection? (ii) What is the dispersion pattern of different particles at an urban
intersection? (iii) How do the concentrations and exposure levels vary during different
pedestrian journeys in the crosswalk? (iv)What is the difference in pedestrian exposure
to particles in crosswalks while crossing and on the roadside while waiting?
2 Material and methods
2.1 Sampling location
The sampling area was located in Shanghai, China. With a population of 24.28
million as of 2019, Shanghai is the most populous urban area in China and the second
most populous city in the world. The high population density of this city is serviced by
an expansive expressway network including the Inner Ring Road, the North-South
Road, and Yan’an Elevated Road. According to the Shanghai Master Plan for 2017–
2035, there will be 320 km of viaducts built in this city in the future, accounting for 25%
of the total main road length (Hao et al., 2019).
The PM pollution measurements were performed at a selected traffic intersection
along Gonghe Road and Guangzhong Road in the central area of the JinAn district,
Shanghai (Fig. 1 (a), (b), and (c)). The Gonghe Road is a dual carriageway with five 5lanes in each direction, which is 40 m wide in total. In the center of the carriageways,
there exists a green infrastructure barrier of 6 m. In addition, the North–South Elevated
Road is parallel to the GongHe road and is located above it. The North–South Elevated
Road is a dual carriageway with four lanes in each direction, and is 30 m wide in total.
Therefore, this selection of the sampling location is considered as a typical case in
5

Shanghai, in order to make the research more impactful (Hao et al., 2019).

Fig. 1 The sampling condition. a) the sampling area (the source is from Google Map);
b) the sampling location (the source is from Baidu Map); c) the configuration of
measured intersection; d) the fixed measurement on roadside; e) the mobile
measurement on crosswalk.
The selected intersection has the configurations of four traffic phases, as
shown in Fig. 2 (a). In every traffic phase, the vehicles are allowed to cross the

intersection under their own green signal at a particular time. During their red signal
period, pedestrians are allowed to pass through the crosswalk. Such a system works
to avoid traffic crashes from different directions, guaranteeing that pedestrians can
cross the road safely. This type of phasing is representative and has been widely

adopted in urban areas (Kumar and Goel, 2016).
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Fig. 2 Sketch of traffic phase at the selected urban traffic intersection (a) and varied
departure route of pedestrians on crosswalk (b)

2.2 Sampling equipment
The measurement of particulate matter was carried out using a Fluke 985 Particle
Counter (Fluke Corporation, USA), which can detect particles every second by using a
laser diffraction technique for size differentiation from submicron to millimeter (Fig. 1
(d)). Using this instrument, the number concentration of particles larger than 0.3 µm
was obtained and classified into six categories: 0.3-0.49 µm, 0.5-0.99 µm, 1-1.99 µm,
2-4.99 µm, 5-9.99 µm, and ≥ 10 µm. In previous studies (Hinds, 1999; Kumar and
Goel, 2016; Liu et al., 2020), the mass concentration of the particles is usually used to
assess human exposure to particles. Hence, in order to determine the pedestrian
exposure to PM in crosswalks in the same manner, a simple formula has been adopted
to convert the particle number concentration to the particle mass concentration in this
study. The conversion formula has been widely applied by many scholars and validated
to provide a bridge between particle number concentration and mass concentration
(Tuch et al., 2000; Wittmaack, 2002; Tittarelli et al., 2008; Araji et al., 2016; Zhai and
Albritton, 2020). It is defined as follows:
7

4

𝐷𝐷 𝑖𝑖

𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 = 𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖 × 𝜌𝜌 × 3 × π × ( 2𝑝𝑝 )3
(1)

i = 0.3 − 0.49, 0.5 − 0.99, 1 − 1.99, 2 − 4.99, 5 − 9.99

where Ci represents the particle mass concentration (µg/cm3) in each category and Ni is
the corresponding number concentration (particles/cm3). 𝐷𝐷𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖 is the particle diameter in

every category and 𝜌𝜌 is the particle density. As suggested by many references

(Tittarelli et al., 2008; Araji et al., 2016; Zhai and Albritton, 2020), the algorithm used
to transform particle numbers to mass assumes particles are spherical and have a density
of 1.65 g/cm3. For each category, the mean dimeter is obtained, that is, 𝐷𝐷𝑝𝑝0.3−0.49 =
0.4 μ𝑚𝑚, 𝐷𝐷𝑝𝑝0.5−0.99 = 0.75 μ𝑚𝑚,

𝐷𝐷𝑝𝑝1−1.99 = 1.5 μ𝑚𝑚,

𝐷𝐷𝑝𝑝2−4.99 = 3.5 μ𝑚𝑚 , 𝐷𝐷𝑝𝑝5−9.99 =

7.5 μ𝑚𝑚 (Araji et al., 2016; Zhai and Albritton, 2020). In this study, the mass

concentration of PM1 (C0.3-0.49 and C0.5-0.99) was calculated to reflect the submicron
particles, while PM10 (C0.3-0.49, C0.5-0.99, C1-1.99, C2-4.99 C5-9.99) was calculated to reflect

the coarse particles. It should be noted that due to the categories measured using this
equipment, PM2 (C0.3-0.49, C0.5-0.99, C1-1.99) rather than PM2.5 was obtained to
approximate the variation of fine particles.
2.3 Fixed-site measurement on the roadside of intersection
The fixed-site measurement was conducted on the roadside of the chosen
intersection. The equipment was placed on one side of the road (Fig. 1 (d)). In contrast
to the opposite side, the selected side of the road is located under the elevated road, in
which pollutants are not easily dispersed (Hao et al., 2019). In addition, the PM
concentrations on the opposite side of the road are adjacent to the pedestrian lane, in
which the pollutants are more influenced by many random factors such as moving
pedestrians and right-turning vehicles from the perpendicular road (Tiwary et al., 2011,
Wang et al., 2018). Hence, the current side of the road was selected in this study.
During the green-light period, vehicles are allowed to cross the intersection,
producing more pollutants. The fixed-site measurement in this period can be used to
capture the pollution level, revealing the extent of pedestrian exposure while waiting
on the roadside. During the red-light period, vehicles are forbidden from moving
through the intersection. During this period, fixed-site measurements can be used to
identify the dispersion characteristics of traffic-induced pollutants during the greenlight period. Therefore, fixed-site measurements were conducted on the roadside of the
urban intersection for a whole traffic signal period.
8

2.4 Mobile measurements on the crosswalk of intersection
When the traffic signal changes from green to red, vehicles are forbidden from
moving and the waiting pedestrians will begin to pass through the crosswalk (Fig. 2(b)).
Because of their random arrival, pedestrians walk on the crosswalk at various departure
times. This implies that the pedestrians are exposed to different PM concentrations
across varied intervals that correspond to different segments of a pedestrian’s journey
when passing through the intersection (Fig. 1(e)). To gain a better comparison, the
mobile measurements were conducted at six departure times (0 s, 5 s, 10 s, 15 s, 20 s,
and 30 s). It should be noted that the red-light period allowing pedestrians to cross the
road is 80 s. This means that each of the six departure journeys listed above allows
pedestrians to pass through the crosswalk successfully.
The portable equipment was lifted up by hand, and the measured height was about
1.3 m, which is close to the breathing height for adults (~1.6 m) and children (~1 m).
The equipment was moved at a speed of 1.5 m/s, which is the mean speed at which
pedestrians use the crosswalk (Li et al., 2005; Marisamynathan and Vedagiri, 2015; Guo
et al., 2019). Such an arrangement can efficiently trace pedestrian exposure during their
entire journey when using the crosswalk. In order to eliminate a random effect, the
measurements of each journey were carried out over ten repetitions, with the mean
values then used for investigation in this paper.
2.5 Data collection
In previous studies, most scholars used multi-day data to explore the daily
variation of PM in a city area (Tiwary et al., 2011). This can eliminate random factors
and capture stable characteristics. In this study, we use multi-period data to explore the
PM variation within a traffic signal period. Hence, the multi-period data for fixed-site
measurements and mobile measurements were collected. Additionally, in order to
identify the influence of the weather, the measurements were performed at evening rush
hour (4:00-7:00 pm) on a sunny day (Dec. 1, 2018) and a cloudy day (October 23, 2018).
On the sunny day, the windspeed was 4.65 m/s and the relative humidity was 48.1%.
On the cloudy day, the wind speed was 2.73 m/s and the relative humidity was 60%.
Both wind directions were blowing from the north.
In the meantime, the traffic volume at the intersection was recorded. According to
the video record during the measurement, the mean traffic volume from the north
9

direction on Gonghe Road was about 115 vehicles per 215 s (about 1925 vehicles per
hour) during the green period on the sunny day. The corresponding traffic volume was
122 vehicles per 215 seconds (approximately 2026 vehicles per hour) on the cloudy day.
On both days, approximately 9% of the vehicles were buses and trucks, which mostly
run on diesel oil and emit more pollutants (Wang et al., 2018; Khan et al., 2019).
Obviously, it is one of the busiest traffic intersections in Shanghai (Hao et al., 2019).
2.6 Estimation of pedestrian exposure to PM at intersection
To quantify the health impact of particle inhalation at these levels, the respiratory
deposition dose (RDD) is utilized to assess the health risk of pedestrian exposure to PM
at intersections. RDD is an integrated exposure-risk function, which is dependent on
exposure concentration, the deposition fraction (DF), and the duration time (T) spent in
each activity as well as breathing frequency and tidal volume for the different activities.
RDD is regarded as an important indicator to assess the health risk of human exposure
to PM and has been adopted in many studies (Hinds, 1999; Kumar and Goel, 2016; Qiu
et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2020). The RDD is defined as follows:
RDD of PM𝑖𝑖 = 𝑉𝑉𝑇𝑇 × 𝑓𝑓 × DF𝑖𝑖 × PM𝑖𝑖 × 𝑇𝑇
0.911

𝑖𝑖 = 1, 2, 10

0.943

DF = IF × (0.058 + 1+exp (4.77+𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑑𝑑 ) + 1+exp (0.508−2.58𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑑𝑑 ))
𝑝𝑝

1

IF = (1 − 0.5(1 − 1+0.00076𝑑𝑑

𝑝𝑝

2.8

)

𝑝𝑝

(2)
(3)
(4)

where 𝑉𝑉𝑇𝑇 is the tidal volume within the exposure duration T, f is the frequency of

breathing, and 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖 and 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 represent the deposition fraction and mass concentration,
respectively, for particle i.

According to existing studies (WHO, 2006; Guo et al., 2020), children are more

vulnerable to PM even at low values. Consequently, in this study, both child exposure
and adult exposure were also considered. The tidal volume for adults was 1250 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐3

per breath, while for children it was 583 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐3 per breath (Sanchez-Soberon et al.,

2015). The breath frequency for adults is 20 times per minute, compared to 32 for
children (Sanchez-Soberon et al., 2015). On the basis of these parameters, the

estimations of 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖 for PM1, PM2, and PM10 were determined, and the corresponding
RDDs were obtained.
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3 Results and discussion
3.1 Variations of PM at the roadside of intersection through fixed-site
measurements
As expected, the original data exhibits periodic variations corresponding to traffic
signal intervals. The mean variation of PM within a traffic signal period on a sunny day
is shown in Fig. 3. In the first phase, vehicles approaching from the right start to move
and the concentration of all sizes of particles tended to increase. In the second phase,
the vehicles in the straight lane began to move, and the corresponding concentrations
continued to increase. Evidently because of the increased traffic volume, the PM
concentration in this phase was higher than during the first phase. In the third and fourth
phases, the vehicles were forbidden from moving, which indicates that the accumulated
PM in the former two phases began to diffuse and finally decreased to a relatively stable
value. This observation is in agreement with a previous study (Tiwary et al., 2011). The
box-plots corresponding to Fig. 3 are shown in Fig. S1 (Supplementary Information).

Fig. 3 Mean variation of PM1, PM2, and PM10 during the whole cycle time on
roadside measurement on the sunny day (Traffic index: 1-green traffic light period for
left turning vehicles on perpendicular road, 2-green traffic light period for straight
vehicles, 0.5-red traffic light period for straight on perpendicular road, 0.2 -red traffic
light period for left turning on perpendicular road).
Additionally, we found that when the traffic lights switch from green to red, the
PM concentrations for all particle sizes continued to rise for a short period, rather than
11

decreasing instantaneously. There may be two reasons for this. First, at the end of the
green light period, the vehicles in the queue have covered a long distance and run at
high speeds. Second, in order to avoid waiting, some aggressive drivers attempt to
rapidly accelerate in order to pass the intersection before the light changes (De Coensel
et al., 2012). Consequently, the combination of high speed and acceleration will
inevitably generate more emissions, resulting in this lag in the reduction of PM.
It should be noted that this variation represents the mean values of 30 traffic signal
cycles. We know PM variation at intersections is frequently influenced by many random
factors, such as instantaneous wind speed, varied wind directions, and traffic-induced
turbulence (Tiwary et al., 2011, Wang et al., 2018). It is difficult to capture the stable
characteristics of PM variation within one cycle. We selected mean values over 30
repetitions in order to eliminate the influence of random factors and to provide
confidence in the values. Furthermore, the vehicles at intersections are allowed to move
during the yellow phase; therefore, the three seconds of yellow phase is regarded as a
part of the green phase for simplicity.
Fig. 3 shows that during the red-light period, the concentrations of all PM sizes
decreased to stable values. This means that such a process could reflect the dispersion
pattern of the PM at the intersection. Hence, in order to deeply investigate the dispersion
characteristics, the data during the red-light period were collected in this subsection.
The mean concentration of PM values are plotted in Fig. 4, and the corresponding boxplots are shown in Fig. S2 (Supplementary Information). The variation of PM in all
sizes was found to decrease exponentially. The PM diffused rapidly at the beginning of
the red-light period, but there were no longer changes by the end.
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Fig. 4 Mean dispersion of PM1, PM2, and PM10 during the red-light period on the
sunny day (responding to green status for pedestrian signal).
Additionally, the fitting curves as well as the corresponding mathematical functions
were captured individually, which aids our understanding of the exact dispersion of PM
at the intersection. In contrast to PM10 and PM2, PM1 does not fit well with the negative
exponential distribution and exhibits different characteristics in its own magnitude. PM1
demonstrates a small-range variation during the red light period. This means that the
dispersion pattern of PM1 is slow. Owing to the small mass and size, PM1 stays aloft
and can drift for a long time in the air (Guo et al., 2020).
3.2 Variations of PM at the intersection crosswalk through mobile measurements
When the traffic signal turns from green to red (while the pedestrian signal turns
from red to green), vehicles are forbidden from moving and the waiting pedestrians
begin to use the crosswalk. Pedestrians are inevitably exposed to PM concentrations
during their journey (WHO, 2016; Zhang et al., 2020).
In the previous section, we found that PM concentrations exponentially decreased
on the roadside during this process. This means that the exposure to these PM
concentrations will apparently be different when pedestrians cross the road at varied
departure times. In order to examine this, the measured data from six departure journeys
(0 s, 5 s, 10 s, 15 s, 20 s, and 30 s.) on the sunny day were collected and are illustrated
13

in Fig. 5. The corresponding box-plots are shown in Fig. S3-S5. From these figures, we
observed small changes in PM1 and PM2 concentrations at all departure times. This
means that when pedestrians used the crosswalk, they were exposed to nearly identical
concentrations of PM1 and PM2. Due to their small size and weight, the submicron
particles of PM1 and PM2 will always drift in the air, resulting in stable variations. In
contrast, PM10 was distinctly different, especially at the beginning of the pedestrian
signal phase. Because of their large size and gravity, the coarse particles of PM10 fall to
the ground and are readily influenced by the turbulence induced by moving pedestrians
(Kumar and Goel, 2016; Qiu et al., 2018).

Fig. 5 Mean variations in PM1, PM2, and PM10 on the crosswalk at different
departure times when pedestrians use the crosswalk on the sunny day.
In addition to the original data presented in Fig. 5, the box plot of the PM1, PM2,
and PM10 concentrations at different departure times are also displayed in Fig. 6, and
reveal the quantitative variations individually. Evidently, the variations of PM1, PM2,
and PM10 during the first three journeys (0 s, 5 s, 10 s) present an obvious variation,
14

while those in the last three journeys (15 s, 20 s, 30 s) show relatively stable variations.
For example, if pedestrians depart as soon as the traffic signal changes (0 s), the varied
amplitude of PM1 is between 23.1 and 25.1 µg/m3. In contrast, when pedestrians depart
after 15 s, the corresponding amplitude is between 23.0 and 23.2 µg/m3. This shows
that with a 15 second delay, the variations of all PM sizes at the crosswalk become
smaller and more stable. Consequently, pedestrians could reduce their exposure to PM
at the crosswalk by delaying their departure by 15 s.

Fig. 6 Box-plots of PM1, PM2, and PM10 on the crosswalk during different crossing
journeys on the sunny day.

3.3 Pedestrian exposure to PM at the intersection
On the basis of the fixed-site and mobile measurements at the intersection, the
pollution levels of measured particles are found to be more serious above the ambient
levels (WHO, 2006, Qiu et al., 2019; Cao et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2020). This implies
that pedestrians are exposed to high PM concentrations not only on the roadside while
they are waiting, but also on the crosswalk while they are crossing. Consequently, it is
necessary to adopt respiratory deposition doses (RDD) in order to assess the extent of
pedestrian exposure to PM at the intersection.
Considering pedestrian flow at a crosswalk, adults usually cross a crosswalk with a
velocity of 1.5 m/s (Marisamynathan and Vedagiri, 2015; Guo et al., 2019).
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Consequently, given that the crosswalk in this study spans 16 meters, adults are
assumed to breath a total of four times on average during every crossing journey (i.e.,
1 s, 4 s, 7 s, 10 s). Owing to these parameters, the RDD values for PM1, PM2, and PM10
at the crosswalk during the different journeys were calculated, as shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7 Cumulative respiratory deposition doses (RDD) of PM1, PM2, and PM10 on the
crosswalk during different crossing journeys on the sunny day.
Compared to pedestrian exposure during varied journeys, the RDDs of PM1, PM2,
and PM10 in the first three journeys were all found to be higher than those of the last
three journeys. In particular, the maximal RDD for PM10 appeared during the third
journey and was 13.7% higher than the minimum value (dashed line in Fig 7). The
maximal RDD for PM2 and PM1 was found to be 3.3% and 3.0% higher, respectively,
than the corresponding minimum. This means that with a delayed departure of 15 s,
pedestrians can effectively reduce their exposure to PM10 at the crosswalk. However, in
reality, some pedestrians always hurry to cross the road as soon as the traffic signal
switches, which implies that they are exposed to the highest PM concentrations.
Therefore, in order to reduce pedestrian exposure to PM at the crosswalk, it is suggested
that pedestrians use the crosswalk only after allowing a time delay.
3.4 Comparison of pedestrian exposure to PM in the crosswalk and at the roadside
During the green-light period, pedestrians are exposed to PM on the roadside while
waiting. During the red-light period, they are exposed to PM in the crosswalk while
16

crossing. In both situations, pedestrians are ineluctably exposed to PM pollution levels.
Therefore, for a better comparison, the RDD for PM1, PM2, and PM10 on both the
roadside and in the crosswalk are all determined and illustrated in Fig. 8. Furthermore,
exposure to PM for both adults and children was taken into account separately. Children
are assumed to have crossed the crosswalk at the same velocity of 1.5 m/s, and would
therefore breathe five times in total during each journey (i.e., 1 s, 3 s, 5 s, 7 s, 9 s).

Fig. 8 Comparison of RDD between the roadside while waiting and the crosswalk
while crossing at the intersection on the sunny day.
Based on these figures, two points can be addressed. First, pedestrian exposure to
PM1 in the crosswalk was found to be slightly higher than that on the roadside; however,
pedestrian exposure to PM10 in the crosswalk was evidently lower than that on the
roadside. In contrast, there is no apparent difference between being in the crosswalk or
on the roadside regarding PM2. Second because of the small tidal volume, children's
exposure to all sizes of PM was verified as being lower than adult exposure (Guo et al.,
2020). However, according to epidemiological evidence, children are more vulnerable
to PM and are at a greater health threat, even when exposed to low concentrations. As
a result, children are recommended to avoid exposure both on the roadside and in the
crosswalk at urban intersections. In summary, although these results are obtained on the
basis of limited data, they give rise to the possibility of assessing the risk of being
17

exposed to PM in the crosswalk at the intersection.
3.5 Comparison of PM variations on different days and at different intersections
In addition to the results on the sunny day, the measured data on the cloudy day
were analyzed in the same manner. The original data on the roadside on the cloudy day
also exhibited periodic variation within a traffic signal period (Fig. 9 and Fig. S6),
which were in agreement with the results on the sunny day (Fig. 3 and Fig. S1). The
only difference was that the particle variations in the two days presented different
ranges. This may be caused by the varied background concentration and weather
conditions (Tiwary et al., 2011). Similarly, the dispersion characteristics of PM during
the red-light period on the cloudy day were investigated, and the PM variations were
also confirmed to have exponentially decreased (Fig. 9). Additionally, the pedestrian
exposures in crosswalks on the cloudy day were derived in the same manner and
displayed in the supplementary file (Fig. S7-S11). In contrast to the results on the sunny
day, the pedestrian exposure on the cloudy day was obviously higher on the roadside
than in crosswalk.

Fig. 9 Mean variation of PM1 (a), PM2 (c), and PM10 (e) during the whole cycle time
18

and mean dispersion of PM1 (b), PM2 (d), and PM10 (f) during the red-light period
(responding to green status for pedestrian signal) on roadside measurement on the
cloudy day. (Traffic index: 1-green traffic light period for left turning vehicles on
perpendicular road, 2-green traffic light period for straight vehicles, 0.5-red traffic light
period for straight on perpendicular road, 0.2 -red traffic light period for left turning on
perpendicular road).
Although the above conclusions are based on two days, they still provide the basic
characteristics of PM variation at urban intersections with four phases. In our previous
studies, we carried out experiments at an intersection with two phases (He and Lu, 2009;
He and Lu, 2012). The results revealed that the variation of particles on the roadside of
the intersection was dominated by the traffic signal period and produced periodic
variation. Tiwary et al. (2011) regarded these findings as representative of a
microscopic view of PM variations at intersections. They cited our entire figure in their
review paper and used a separate paragraph for discussion (Tiwary et al., 2011). In this
study, we extended the former study to traffic intersections with four phases. In contrast
to the former results, the variation of PM at the intersection with four phases becomes
more complicated, but still exhibits periodic characteristics. In other words, the results
at intersections with four phases as well as results at intersections with two phases
provide a microscopic view for understanding the particle variation within the traffic
signal period at urban traffic intersections.
4 Conclusion
At urban intersections, pedestrians are inevitably exposed to high PM
concentrations on the roadside while waiting to cross a road and in the crosswalk while
crossing. This study aimed to assess the extent of pedestrian exposure to particles of
various sizes at an urban traffic intersection. On the roadside, fixed-site measurements
were performed, and particles of various sizes, including PM1, PM2, and PM10, all
exhibited periodic variations related to the traffic signal cycle. In contrast to submicron
particles, the coarse particles and PM2 were found to exhibit exponential distribution
during the red-light period. In the crosswalk, mobile measurements at six departure
times (i.e., 0 s, 5 s, 10 s, 15 s, 20 s, and 30 s) were performed. The results showed that
the exposure levels of all PM sizes in the first three journeys were obviously higher
than those during the last three journeys. Finally, based on fixed-site and mobile
measurements, we calculated the cumulative deposited doses of PM on the roadside
while waiting as well as in the crosswalk while crossing. Pedestrian exposure to
19

submicron particles in the crosswalk was slightly higher than that on the roadside, while
exposure to coarse particles showed a pattern of the opposite. While preliminary. Our
real-world measurement results contribute to advancing the understanding of pedestrian
exposure to PM in crosswalks and assisting the pedestrian to make better informed
choice so as to limit PM exposure in these pollution hotspots.
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